As the race debate continues intermittently in the wider society, university students-including black students who had begun to be let into higher education in (comparatively) greater numbers-have not only noticed the absence of black academics and curricular content, but are also speaking out against this situation. The "Why isn't my professor black?" reported in the Times Higher Education (21 May 2015) attests to a critical moment of voicing of dissent and to black students weighing their hefty tuition fees against the white reality of academic life in the UK. 2 In adding my considerable appreciation of Akomfrah's diligent and caring portrayal of Hall, therefore, I must foreground specifically the documentary's impact on the next generation given that the underrepresentation of black intellectuals in the UK's academy remains problematic. In light of this and without attempting to fix a chronology of interest, I would like to suggest that it is useful to consider the generation of particular concern as the Why-isn't-my-professor-black generation. In this group, a discernible body becomes evident, one that is not only yearning for the kind of equality and justice that remains due, but is insistent that equality and justice be achieved now. Additionally, here is a generation brought up on the media in ways that Hall's own pioneering work surely anticipated. More specifically, Stuart Hall's cultural studies work seems so pertinent to this moment with the burgeoning of social media and its prominent place within everyday lives, especially the lives of young people. All of which seem to link, also, to Akomfrah's own speaking out as film.
Indeed, such a turn on the part of black individuals and groups chimes with the broader change of mood announcing a new age in Britain that Hall, himself, recognized and addressed in his lifetime's project, as Akomfrah's film reflectively shows. Such a project might alternatively be referred to as the black intellectual's work, which as experience attests, all too often needs to be accomplished in the most difficult and grudging circumstances in Britain. Corroborating this reality in Akomfrah's documentary, the viewer might attend to the candid moment of recollection by Hall's television host who confesses a colleague's rejection of Hall as unsuitable for involvement in his program, on the basis of an assessment that Hall might be considered "too intelligent" a West Indian for it. Thus, black intellectuals all too often find themselves under-or over-qualified and sidelined within the mainstream.
Akomfrah's documentary strongly embeds the key message that Stuart Hall is "one of Britain's most influential intellectuals." Our Why-isn't-my-professor-black generation needs and wants the opportunity that Akomfrah's The Stuart Hall Project offers for engaging with this rare black intellectual, statistically rare in the UK's academy then as now, as well as in terms of stature. Notably, I have placed the epithet "black" alongside the noun "intellectual." There are many, perhaps more so within the academic space, who are uncomfortable with such compounding of identities that include the signifier "black." A persistent argument is that this should not be necessary. While one can only agree that it should not be, very sadly, the reality is different. In the case of The Stuart Hall Project, who else, I wonder, beside a black thinker or artist would make a film showing Hall, the intellectual, in ways that speak so directly to a black audience?
I refer also to "black intellectual" because even as I question, on a certain level, why Akomfrah felt moved to undertake this project in the first instance, I understand how it falls to black thinkers to engage the project of marking, archiving, documenting, and thereby memorializing important black figures who have gone before and who are always in danger of becoming lost to history and at a stroke, to generations. A worrying knockon effect of such underrepresentation in formal places of learning is precisely in terms of knowledge production such as that of Akomfrah's film. It needs hardly be said that the very pertinent issue of knowledge production reflecting black intellectual thought in the UK has hardly begun to be discussed. Sadly, in many ways, underrepresentation ensures that black thinkers, as a group, do not achieve the critical mass to address such issues. While an argument might similarly be made regarding the relative invisibility of books by a range of Black British intellectuals, it is Akomfrah's pioneering The Stuart Hall Project that is the focus here.
I referred, above, to my students being starved of "this kind of representation" because here in the UK, documentary filmmaking is still seldom about contemporary black intellectual figures and very rarely about black British-based individuals of the stature of Stuart Hall. While audiences might bemoan this from time to time, a pernicious consequence is that the situation has long become normalized. Hall's positioning within radical culture is unmistakably significant and Akomfrah's documentary appropriately and painstakingly represents Hall within this setting, which, for Stuart Hall, was also profoundly transcultural. Yet, it cannot be taken for granted that black students are acquainted with how radical culture in the UK might intersect with their lives. The Stuart Hall Project in contextualizing this does so much more than recover the past for my students. It also points to intersections that they may never have considered.
Akomfrah's film raises ongoing questions, too, concerning alterity and identity. Both areas are of huge interest for our Why-isn't-my-professor-black students. The university setting itself regularly reminds them of this, but so, also, does the everyday within the wider UK society in which they live. When Hall's voice, reflecting on social change in the documentary, refers to "what society makes available to us" in the face of "what we feel entitled to," black students understand that their experience is being reflected upon. The direct resonance with their situation is immediate. In the UK, they have been waiting to be addressed on the questions of identity and social change, and certainly they are ready to be engaged in debate about why it is that their parents' idea of "home" is so different and sometimes so irreconcilable with their own. It is for those reasons that they choose to come to my classes on Caribbean and Black British Literature. For many, it is surprising that the latter has only in 2015 been offered for the first time as an academic area worthy of study at the master's level in a British university.
In adding my thanks to Akomfrah for the tremendously valuable contribution that The Stuart Hall Project represents, I should at this point firmly declare myself not a cultural studies scholar as such. I hope and expect that cultural studies students will be much more likely to have immediate classroom access to Hall's work and life. My field is literary studies, and since one of the things less known about Stuart Hall is that he escaped from the narrow field of English literature, as it was in 1950s Britain, and in the University of Oxford at that, this becomes an intriguing area of discussion. My literature students find this a situation with which they readily empathize since many feel that they too have endured something akin to Hall's experience through an acute lack of seeing themselves reflected on the pages of their literary texts. By this means, Hall as an escapee from literature becomes a figure in our classroom of the one who got away from what was surely a scholarly straightjacket of his time. Consideration of this also helps us to listen differently to Hall's words in the documentary and to imagine the spaces left by not addressing the field he first loved, literature.
Perhaps in part because Hall's narrow escape is an open secret, some of us who are literary scholars in the UK and elsewhere take an added pleasure in reclaiming him for literature. There are many reasons for this, not the least being that the work to which he devoted a lifetime-which The Stuart Hall Project encapsulates so well-has made it possible to shift the scholarly field itself. The critical tools that Hall has developed allows us-learners and thinkers at all levels-to consider more clearly the cultural context, issues of identity, and the changes effected by migration specifically in relation to the ex-colonial centers that become the diaspora, as indeed the documentary shows so clearly. This is critical, particularly for another generation. Certainly from my experience-as perhaps Hall's-the focus from the perspective of a literature student here in Britain was rarely that of identity, or diaspora, or Caribbean literature. Black British literature was hardly a gleam in any literary scholar's eye. However, as indicated above, in at least one university in the UK, our students are delighted to be able to examine a range of literary texts that arise from the kind of experience that Hall expounds upon so profoundly. Some of us have had Caribbean literature on the university curriculum for a couple of decades. The question of the significance of the notion of diaspora to Caribbean writing and criticism, most of which is produced and consumed outside of the region, is one that I would argue, until the influence of Stuart Hall's work, did not trouble Atlantic or literary discourse enough. That is to say that, we were only too satisfied to think of the work as out there, belonging to the region, sometimes even when we studied texts like Sam Selvon's Lonely Londoners (1956) .
In a period that might be considered the heyday of Caribbean immigration, Selvon's Lonely Londoners represented for a British reading public Caribbean migrants of the Windrush era, a time reflective of Hall's arrival at Oxford. While none of Selvon's characters are drawn from the social class with which Hall was most familiar in the Caribbean, nonetheless, their circumstances allow the performance of a particularized diasporic transformation in London that speaks, I think, to Hall's elaboration of Caribbean identity. Hall emphasizes the question of social change and identity by choosing to illustrate the complexity of identity in diasporic space through the prism of Caribbean identity, which is so often already mixed, or to use his term, "hybrid." While hybridity is not my preferred way of articulating the idea of mixing that is often both repeated and naturalized-I prefer the concept of "creolization" as articulated by thinkers such as Édouard Glissant and Kamau Brathwaite-the concern is urgent. This is not the least because of the ways in which notions of purity are played out time and again in the larger societal contexts, and certainly within the discourse surrounding immigration. Moreover, an implied purity is as likely to be topical in debate about who or what constitutes being Black British, as who belongs to Britain as a nation and the part that whiteness plays in belonging.
For literary scholars like myself, The Stuart Hall Project accomplishes much. Most effectively, it succeeds in what teachers of literature so often fail to do: Akomfrah's project reconstructs the context of Stuart Hall's intellectual work in an interplay of sound and images that engages the viewer's curiosity and suggests through its multiple lenses a way of reading that is multidimensional and nuanced. The project, by offering the multiple lenses of archival footage, music, and reflective stills, helps to confirm the possibility of the multiple dimensions of the text by way of the film's very effective aligning of the musical, the political, the cultural, and the personal. Most importantly for me, the documentary opens up a range of questions about what it means to be diasporic. What happens when, for example, Caribbean writing is foregrounded as diasporic in ways similar to The Stuart Hall Project, in which Hall, the black intellectual, is presented as both Caribbean (with familiar enough longings for home) and black diasporic? Such complexity simultaneously confounds and enriches. In turn, the documentary can help to prepare student readers to take account of the literary text as one that can speak to the metropolitan center and simultaneously reference a relationship crucially historicized through the gross inequalities of colonialism and Empire. A question for me then concerns the light that exploration of a persistent diasporic consciousness throws upon contemporary Caribbean writing. In a similar vein, I become interested in how an exploration of such a persistent diasporic consciousness might illuminate Black British writing. In other words, I want to suggest that the diasporic lens that Stuart Hall's life and work provides is especially clearly chronicled and rendered accessible in Akomfrah's (re)presenting of his project, for the questions that they bring to the fore depend upon where one is positioned in terms of discipline or interest. In a way, then, Akomfrah's lens, perhaps paradoxically, serves to illuminate much of the corpus of the writing that particularly interests me at this point in time. It helps bring to the problematic of theorizing the body or bodies of literature an added complexity. At the same time, in applying a diasporic perspective, which Hall's work-as well as Akomfrah's-helps me to better share with my students, we become collectively so much more equipped to open up the text to further exploration rather than to restrict its many possible meanings.
In summary, for my purposes in the literature classroom, Akomfrah's The Stuart Hall Project is a most timely teaching tool. For students in the literary classroom, the documentary affords a particular entrance or re-entrance into Hall's thought, especially concerning diaspora identities. The film serves to ease the reading subject-who will also meet Hall on the page through his theorizing-along a path that allows a back and forth from film to text and back again that students confirm they find especially enriching.
